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Report of the Alumni Activities during  2020-21 

The official Alumni Association of College has been conducting their meeting 

regularly whenever needed.  They have expressed the sincere concerns for the well 

being of college and students in the crisis of Covid 19 situation. They started their 

activities from June itself by offering the essential aids for facing the pandemic 

situations.  

 

1. They have supported the college by giving a thermal scanner by which the 

temperature of the official visitors to college can be measured. President of the 

Alumni group Mr. E.S. Sabu donated  the thermal scanner in principals official 

chamber in the presence of the staff members of the KKTM Govt. College office and 

the secretary of Alumni, Mr. Sudheer Kumar on 18.09.2020 

 
 

2. Sanitizer and  thermal scanner were donated again by the  members of the Alumni 

on 13.01.2021 

 

 
 

3. An amount of Rs.25,000/- was donated by the members of Alumni association 

towards the expenditure of Green-Audit of college, during the visit of UGC-NAAC 

team on 2021. 

 

4. Alumni Association of college offered Cash awards and scholarships for the toppers 

in various Departments. 

 

5. They are trying to raise a fund towards the campus beautification process. 

 

6. Besides the Official Alumni association KKTM Seeds, a charitable society included 

the members of Alumni mainly (registration No. TSR/TC/214/2020) has performed 

several activities in college including donation of books, phone, and financial aid for 

meritorious students etc.  The activities are given below 

 



They started a bio-diverse garden in cooperation with the Dept.of Botany and the 

NSS unit by planting a number of 150 plants from 40 varieties on 05.06.2021 

 

 
 

7. The KKTM seeds has distributed Smart TV among the deserved students of college 

for their on line classes on 15.06.2020.  8 students got benefitted in this programme. 

 
8. The KKTM seeds has conducted a webinar on artificial intelligence with the 

presentation of Dr.Shalini Nair  am eminent fellow from Indian Institute of Science, 

Bangalore,  on 10.08.2020 benefited by  many students including students from  

KKTM Govt college also .  

 
 

9. On the birthday of the great poet of Kodungallur , Kunjukkuttan Thampuran,  the 

ambulance service facilitated by KKTM seed was flagged off from the campus by the 

Principal Dr.E.A. Nesy on 18.09.2020 



 
 

10.  They have taken pain in the matter of starting of new courses. Several 

memorandums were submitted by KKTM seed to start new courses in college and 

they visited many higher officials for recommending the same. 

 
 

11.  In 27.08.2020, KKTM seed has conducted a meeting in Trichur maintaining  Covid 

protocol,  to honour Malavika,  the  Ist Rank holder of BSc. Applied Physics from 

Calicut University and Dr.K.K.Muhamed Basheer for securing the first Ph.D from the 

research centre of KKTM Govt. College.  

 

12.  KKTM seed has conducted a meeting ‘Souhrida samgamam’  on 26.12.2020. The 

meeting honoured the Ph.D awardees of various departments, Dr.E.M.Shaji from 

Zoology dept, Dr.K.K.Ramani from History dept.  4 PG Malayalam Students, Arathi 

V.V, Akhil.C.K,  Ashitha.K and Swaliha were also honoured for clearing the UGC-NET 

lecturership exam during the academic year. 

 

 
 



 

13.   Malayalam UGC-NET holder, Ms.Athira.V.V, from a poor family has been supported 

with a financial aid of Rs.5000/- for higher studies on 20.02.2021.  

 

14.   KKTM seed has given financial aid of Rs. 20740/-  for the MN Vijayan archive  

associated with the Research and PG Dept. of Malayalam for binding the prestigious 

volumes from 20 years of Mathrubhumi, Bhashaposhini,  EPW weeklies, benefitting  

research and other higher studies. A display board also was placed on top of the 

shelves of bound volumes. 

 

 
 

15.  Ravinath , UG student and blind artist from the Dept of history was honoured for his 

artistic talents and a cash award of Rs. 5000/-was given in memory of late Mr. 

Kabeer the famous  mimicry artist of K.K.T.M.Govt.college Alumni. 

 

 
 

16.  K.K.T.M.seeds distributed food grain kits among  the poor old students of  

K.K.T.M.Govt.College. They also helped the poor members of KKTM seed financially 

in many ways.  

 

 
 

 



17.  An endowment of Rs. 2000/-for the topper of BSc. Zoology, an endowment of 

Rs.1000/-  for the BSc.Physics student  from 2021 onwards were offered by KKTM 

seeds. Financial aid for  Zoology museum , Laboratory renovation for the Dept. of 

zoology are also offered by KKTM seeds. 10 wooden stool chairs also were offered 

to the laboratory of the Dept.of physics  

 

18.  2003-06    batch of Malayalam students has donated an air cooler costing Rs7600/- 

to the MN Vijayan archive of Dept of Malayalam on 12.03.2021 

 

 
 

19.  2003-06    batch of Malayalam students has donated a bunch of books useful for the 

preparation of UGC-NET Exam to the MN Vijayan archive of Dept of Malayalam on 

12.03.2021  

       20. students of BA Malayalam 2000-2003 distributed sanitizer to the Dept of Malayalam   

in   16.03.2021 

 

Prepared by 
Dr.G.Ushakumari  

(Staff co.ordinator,  Alumni)   
Dept of Malalyalam,  

K.K.T.M.Govt.College, Pullut 

 

 


